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INTRODUCTION

This work is motivated by a problem encountered in certain 
mixing processes that employ a centre line injector 
upstream of a static mixer. Static or motionless mixers 

have been adopted for a large number of blending and disper-
sion operations because they offer attractive features such as 
closed-loop operation, and no moving parts, in contrast to 
continuously-stirred tank reactors. The two liquids to be mixed 
(for example, a polymer melt and an additive) are forced under 
high pressure through the mixer placed inside a tube, and the 
two liquids are cut and folded repeatedly as they negotiate the 
bends and openings within the mixer (see Ventresca et al. (2002) 
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for a photograph of a static mixer). A typical inlet geometry to 
the static mixer is the centre line injector depicted schematically 
in Figure 1a. For certain fl ow parameters of the injected liquid 
and the co-fl owing liquid (such as viscosity ratio, interfacial 
tension, and volume fl ux ratio) a wavy oscillation could develop 
immediately downstream of the injector as shown in Figure 1b. 
An extreme manifestation of this instability could lead to a 
breakup of the injected stream leading to axially segregated 
clumps of the injected liquid. Because static mixers are less 

Two-dimensional simulations of fl ow instability at the interface of a three-layer, density-matched, viscosity-stratifi ed Poiseuille fl ow are performed 
using a front-tracking/fi nite difference method. This is an extension of the study for the stability of two-layer viscosity-stratifi ed fl ow of Cao et 
al., Int. J. Multiphase Flow, 30, 1485-1508 (2004). We present results for large-amplitude non-linear evolution of the interface for varying viscos-
ity ratio m, Weber number We, and phase difference between the perturbations of the two interfaces. Strong non-linear behaviour is observed 
for relatively large initial perturbation amplitude. The higher viscosity fl uid is drawn out as a fi nger that penetrates into the lower viscosity layer. 
The fi nger originates at the crest of the perturbation at the interface. The simulated interface shape compares well with previously reported 
experiments. Increasing interfacial tension retards the growth rate of the interface as expected, whereas increasing the viscosity ratio enhances 
it. The sinuous instability appears to evolve faster than the varicose one. For certain fl ow parameters the high-viscosity fi nger displays a bulbous 
tip, which is also seen in our previously conducted experiments and two-layer results, although it is less pronounced. The low-viscosity intruding 
fi nger does not display this curious bulbous tip. Drop formation is precluded by the two-dimensional nature of the calculations.

On a effectué à l’aide d’une méthode de différences fi nies avec capture de front des simulations bidimensionnelles de l’instabilité de l’écoulement 
à l’interface d’un écoulement de Poiseuille stratifi é en viscosité mais de masse volumique à trois couches. Ceci fait suite à l’étude de la stabilité de 
l’écoulement stratifi é en viscosité à deux couches de Cao et al., Int. J. Multiphase Flow, 30, 1485-1508 (2004). Nous présentons des résultats pour 
l’évolution non linéaire à grande amplitude de l’interface pour un rapport de viscosité m, un nombre de Weber We et une différence de phases 
entre les perturbations des deux interfaces. Un  comportement non linéaire marqué est observé pour une amplitude de perturbation initiale relative-
ment grande. Le fl uide ayant la viscosité la plus élevée prend la forme d’un doigt pénétrant la couche de viscosité inférieure. Le doigt prend 
naissance à la crête de la perturbation à l’interface. La forme simulée de l’interface se compare bien aux expériences décrites antérieurement. 
L’augmentation de la tension interfaciale retarde la vitesse de croissance de l’interface comme prévu, tandis que l’augmentation du rapport de 
viscosité la renforce. Il semble que l’instabilité sinueuse évolue plus vite que la variqueuse. Pour certains paramètres d’écoulement, le doigt de plus 
forte viscosité montre une pointe bulbeuse, ce qu’on a également observé dans nos expériences antérieures et résultats à deux couches, bien que 
de façon moins prononcée. Le doigt intrusif de faible viscosité ne montre pas cette curieuse pointe bulbeuse. La formation de gouttelettes est évitée 
par la nature bidimensionnelle des calculs.
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effi cient at removing axial concentration gradients than radial 
gradients, this instability could have a detrimental impact on the 
overall mixed product quality. The instability was studied experi-
mentally using a mixer with axisymmetric geometry by our 
group and the results are available in Cao et al. (2003). The 
primary focus of the investigation was the viscosity stratifi cation 
between the injected stream and the co-fl owing stream, which is 
the primary cause of the instability.

Subsequently, we performed direct numerical simulations of 
viscosity-stratifi ed two-layer plane Poiseuille fl ow employing a 
front-tracking/fi nite difference method (Cao et al., 2004). We 
demonstrated in that paper that the front-tracking method 
reproduced analytically predicted growth rates for the linear 
instability regime, and also provided new results for the non-
linear regime for large interface amplitudes, such as fi nger 
formation. These elongated fi ngers closely matched fl ow features 
observed in our experiments. This paper also contains an 
extensive review of two-layer viscosity-stratifi ed studies, most of 
which are analytical.

The current paper is an extension of Cao et al. (2004) in that 
we now examine three-layer viscosity stratifi ed fl ow, which 
better matches the centre line injector fl ow, albeit in a planar 
geometry. In contrast to Cao et al. (2004) our current focus is not 
the linear instability regime; instead we now concentrate 
exclusively on the large amplitude non-linear instability. The 
three-layer confi guration encompasses a myriad of fl ow and 
geometrical parameters and it is impractical to explore all 
possible parameter combinations here; therefore, we have 
chosen to fi x certain parameters and vary others as described 
subsequently. In particular, the three-layer confi guration allows 
the exploration of sinuous and varicose interfacial modes.

Multi-layer viscosity-stratifi ed fl ow has been a topic of many 
theoretical investigations, and a brief review is presented here. 
Yih (1967) used a long-wave perturbation analysis to show that 
two-layer, viscosity-stratifi ed plane Poiseuille fl ow and plane 
Couette fl ow can be unstable for arbitrarily small Reynolds 
numbers. The growth rate was found to be proportional to α2Re, 
where α is the dimensionless wave number and Re is the 
Reynolds number. Yih’s long-wave perturbation method was 
applied to a number of multi-layer shearing fl ows. Among them, 
Li (1969) expanded Yih’s (1967) work by considering plane 
Couette fl ow with three layers of fl uids of different viscosities and 

densities. His principal fi nding was that while a single surface of 
viscosity discontinuity will cause instability, the presence of an 
additional surface of discontinuity may or may not be stabilizing 
depending on the values of the depth ratio and viscosity ratio at 
the additional interface. Hickox (1971) applied Yih’s method to 
axisymmetric vertical pipe fl ow of two fl uids with different 
densities wherein the core is less viscous than the annulus, and 
concluded that the primary fl ow was always unstable to either 
asymmetric or axisymmetric disturbances, and second, that the 
instability was primarily due to viscosity stratifi cation.

Weinstein and Chen (1999) considered the stability of three-
layer fl ow with vanishing Reynolds number and negligible surface 
tension down an inclined plane at fi nite wavelengths. They found 
that the largest growth rates were achieved when a low-viscosity 
and thin layer is centrally located in the fi lm. The maximum 
growth rates were found at intermediate wavelengths.

Experimental studies of multi-layer viscosity stratifi ed fl ow 
are not available in the literature. However, viscosity stratifi ed 
fl ow in an axisymmetric geometry (core-annular fl ow) has been 
studied by a few researchers. For example, Rozen and Baldyga 
(2003) present photographs of the varicose instability forming 
down stream of a centre line injector for the case in which the 
core fl ow is less viscous than the annular fl ow (viscosity ratio is 
about 400). Our own experimental work (Cao et al. 2003) 
pertained to viscosity-stratifi ed fl ow with vanishing interfacial 
tension using laser-induced fl uorescence (LIF) and particle 
image velocimetry (PIV). A comparison of experimental stable 
cases and exact solutions revealed the existence of a thin interfa-
cial layer that smoothes out the discontinuity of the velocity 
gradient at the interface. We also observed two kinds of unstable 
modes for the fi rst time: (1) wavy core-fl ow with fi ssures; and 
(2) wavy core-fl ow with core breakup. Our results confi rmed 
that viscosity stratifi cation can cause instabilities even when the 
Reynolds number is O(1). 

The typical procedure for most of the analytical studies listed 
above is to start with the Navier-Stokes equations, introduce a 
perturbation on the primary motion, derive the Orr-Sommerfeld 
equations, and solve them using a suitable numerical method. 
Direct numerical solutions (DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations 
are diffi cult due to the unsteady evolution of the interface 
between dissimilar fl uids, implying that the interface shape 
must be determined concurrently using equations that are 
coupled with the Navier-Stokes equations. Such a numerical 
solution is particularly attractive because it does not face 
constraints that are typical in analytical treatments, such as 
linearity and small-amplitude perturbations. For example, DNS 
calculations using the volume of fl uid (VOF) method for two-
layer Couette fl ow by Coward et al. (1997) showed that the 
interface evolves to form waves with a steep front for certain 
parameter regimes. Subsequently, fi nger formation at the 
interface in the non-linear regime was presented for the same 
problem by Li et al. (1998) and Renardy and Li (1999) also 
using the VOF method. More recently, Rozen and Baldyga 
(2003) demonstrated good agreement between their experimen-
tally observed varicose instability in viscosity-stratifi ed core-
annular fl ow and their simulations using a commercial code; 
however, neither their experiments nor simulations extended to 
the regime where fi nger formation is evident.

The front-tracking/fi nite difference method was originally 
formulated by Tryggvason and co-workers (for example, see 
Unverdi and Tryggvason, 1992). Recently Sarkar and Schowalter 
(2001a, b) used it to study drop deformation in time dependent 
fl ows at fi nite Reynolds numbers. Zhang et al. (2002) applied the 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of wavy instability downstream of a centre line 
injector for a static mixer (b) Example of wavy instability arising from 
viscosity stratifi cation; injected (bright) fl uid is 25 times less viscous 
than outer (dark) co-fl ow (Cao et al., 2003)

1(a)

1(b)
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∇ ⋅ =u 0  (2)

Note that the velocity fi eld satisfi es a single equation in both 
phases with a spatially varying viscosity μ(x,t) that satisfi es

D
Dt t

μ μ μ≡ ∂
∂

+ ⋅ ∇ =u 0
 

(3)

Moreover, by applying the momentum Equation (1) in a rectan-
gular element of vanishing thickness straddling the front, one 
can recover velocity and shear stress continuity across the front, 
and the jump in the normal stress due to interfacial tension.

Geometry and Initial Conditions
Figure 2 depicts the two-dimensional fl ow geometry under 
consideration. We consider two liquids that are co-fl owing in a 
channel. The inner liquid has a thickness d1, with a volume fl ux 
Q1 and viscosity μ1. The outer liquid consists of two layers of 
fl uid; the upper and lower liquid layers each have thickness d2, 
volume fl ux Q2, and viscosity μ2.

We use the velocity profi le of the primary fl ow as the initial 
velocity fi eld. The primary fl ow has only one nonzero velocity 
component, u(y). The corresponding steady-fl ow governing 
equation is:

d u

dy

dp
dx
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(4)

The relevant boundary conditions are no-slip at the upper and 
lower walls, velocity continuity at the interfaces, and continuity 
of shear stress at the interfaces. Periodic boundary conditions are 
applied at the inlet and outlet region to simulate the spatially 
evolving fl ow. We defi ne the thickness ratio as n = d1/(d1+2d2) 
and the viscosity ratio as m = µ1/µ2.

Equation (4) is easily solved to yield:
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Where U0 is the centre line velocity given by:
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Interface
The velocity at a point on the interface u(xB) is related to the 
fi eld velocity using the property of the delta function:

u x x x - x u xB B( ) ( ) ( )= ∫ d δ
Ω  

(8)

As noted earlier, the interface conditions of stress and velocity 
continuities are automatically met by the governing equation 
with spatially varying viscosities and the distributed forces (due 
to interfacial tension) in the fi eld equation.

For the simulations, we introduce a sinusoidal perturbation at 
the interface, y=y0+a0cos(2πx/λ+ϕ), where y is the vertical 
position of the interface, y0 is the vertical position of the interface 
without perturbation, a0 is the initial amplitude of the perturbation , 

method to a gravity-driven two-layer fl uid fl ow in an inclined 
channel. A growing fi nger was observed at the interface under 
certain conditions. The front-tracking method was also applied 
by Tauber et al. (2002) to conduct calculations on the Kelvin-
Helmholtz stability of an interface between two immiscible 
fl uids. Cao et al. (2004) studied the linear and non-linear stabil-
ity of a pressure driven two-layer Poiseuille fl ow using a front-
tracking method. The growth rates of linear stability were 
compared with analytical analysis, and the effect of viscosity 
ratio and surface tension on the propagation of the interface was 
presented. The appearance of fi ngers at the interface was investi-
gated. The front-tracking method offers greater generality over 
boundary element methods, and is an attractive alternative to 
fi nite difference (with a body-fi tted coordinate system) or fi nite 
element implementations. 

In this paper, we extend our study of two-layer fl ow (Cao et 
al. 2004) to a three-layer viscosity-stratifi ed Poiseuille channel 
fl ow. The next two sections describe the mathematical formula-
tion of the problem and its numerical implementation. Results 
from a detailed two-dimensional computation are presented for 
different parameters in the fourth section. We apply the method 
to study non-linear stabilities and obtain new and interesting 
results for large interfacial amplitude evolution for varying 
viscosity ratio and interfacial tension. The relevant parameters 
are systematically varied and the effects collated and explained. 
We summarize our fi ndings in the last section.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Governing Equations
The velocity fi eld u and the pressure p satisfy the equation of 
momentum conservation:

∂ ( )
∂

+ ∇ ⋅ ( ) = −∇ + −( ) + ∇ ⋅ ∇ + ∇( )
∂
∫

ρ
ρ κ σδ μ

u
uu x n x x u uBt

p d B

B

T[ ]

 

(1)

in the entire domain consisting of the two continuous fl uid 
domains Ω1 and Ω2 (Figure 2). Here σ is the interfacial tension, 
∂B is the interface (front) consisting of points xB, κ the local 
curvature, n the normal to the surface, δ(x – xB) is the Dirac 
delta function (two-dimensional for the present problem), μ is 
the viscosity, and the superscript T represents the transpose of 
the velocity gradient ∇u. Interfacial tension produces a jump in 
the normal stress across the interface, and is represented as a 
(singular) distributed body force, anticipating its numerical 
implementation to be described below. The fl ow fi eld is 
incompressible with density ρ,

Figure 2. Flow geometry under consideration
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is decoupled from the underlying fl ow equation, and is retained 
only as a means for computing properties at successive time 
steps. We use an MAC type operator splitting/projection fi nite 
difference method. The original method solves the system in two 
explicit steps. A detailed description of the method can be found 
in Sarkar and Schowalter (2001a). The numerical solutions were 
confi rmed to be grid-independent by performing grid-refi nement 
studies, and were also shown to be independent of the chosen 
time-step (Cao et al. 2004).

RESULTS
Relevant dimensionless parameters include the viscosity ratio m, 
the thickness ratio n, dimensionless velocities u* and v*, 
dimensionless wavelength λ*, dimensionless amplitude of the 
perturbation a*, dimensionless time t*, and the phase difference 
between the two interfacial waves, Δφ:
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where u, v, λ, a, and t are the corresponding dimensional quanti-
ties. We consider two baseline cases in the paper (Table 1). In the 
fi rst baseline case, the inner fl uid is more viscous than the outer 
fl uid with m = 10, n = 0.375, Reynolds number Re = 5, Weber 
number We = ∞, and phase difference Δφ = 0. Reynolds number 
is defi ned as Re = U d0 1

1ν , where U0 is the centre line velocity, and d1 
and ν1 are the thickness and kinematic viscosity, respectively, of 
the inner fl uid. Weber number is defi ned as We = ρ

σ
U d0

2
1 , where σ 

is the interfacial tension. For the second baseline case, we switch 
the viscosities of the two fl uids (m = 0.1) with all the other 
parameters unchanged. We use these two parameter sets based on 
our original experiments (Cao et al. 2003) of instabilities during 
centre line injection of a lower viscosity liquid into a higher 
viscosity miscible co-fl ow in a pipe with relatively low Reynolds 
numbers (up to 13). In the current work Re is fi xed at 5, and n is 
fi xed at 0.375 to resemble the similar value of n in the experi-
ments. For viscosity ratio m, we pick these two extreme baseline 
cases because we are interested primarily in the effect of viscosity 
ratio. However, m = 2 and m = 0.5 are also examined. The fourth 
parameter in Table 1 is the phase difference between two interfaces 
Δϕ = ϕ1 − ϕ2. Based on our own experimental observations, Δϕ is 
set to 0 in baseline cases (sinuous instability). But we also study 
Δϕ ≠ 0 because Joseph and co-workers (Bai et al. 1992) have 
observed bamboo (or varicose) instabilities corresponding to 
Δϕ = π. The last parameter in Table 1 is Weber number. Our 
original experiments were conducted with aqueous solutions of 
CMC in both streams, with negligible interfacial tension. So 
We = ∞ is a natural choice for the baseline cases. Additional 
calculations were conducted for different Weber numbers. Two 
other parameters that are not listed in Table 1 are λ* and a0

*. In 
the current study, we fi xed these two parameters as λ* = 1 and 
a0* = 0.02, based on our experimental observations (Cao et al., 
2003). It should be noted that although our experiments were 
conducted in an axisymmetric geometry, the interface exhibits 3-D 
features. Owing to the 2-D nature of our simulation, such features 
cannot be reproduced; however, we will demonstrate good qualita-
tive agreement with most of the observed fl ow characteristics.

x is the downstream distance, λ is the wavelength, and φ is the 
phase. We consider two confi gurations for the phases of the two 
fronts, one is φ1=φ2=π , the other is φ1=0 and φ1=π; these 
represent the sinuous and varicose modes, respectively. Than et 
al. (1987) have shown in their three-layer stability analysis that 
it is suffi cient to consider even (sinuous) and odd (varicose) 
modes in order to recover the full spectrum of the problem.

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The physical domain is represented numerically as a box of size 
Lx and Ly. We have used Lx = Ly = d1+2d2 and a 256 x 256 
grid. The interfaces between the two fl uids are described by line 
elements created initially by placing points on the line. The 
movement of the element vertices describes the evolving shape 
of the interface. An adaptive regridding scheme is implemented 
to prevent the elements from distorting excessively. The scheme 
creates/destroys elements by insertion/removal of points on the 
existing front.

Front Tracking
The properties of the outer fl uid (such as μ2 and ρ2) could be 
different from those in the inner fl uid, although the current 
simulations are for density-matched liquids. The present method 
reduces the three layers to a single layer with spatially varying 
properties:

μ μ μ μ( ) ( ) ( )x x= + −2 1 2 I  (9)

The indicator function I(x) is 0 when x belongs to the outer fl uid 
and 1 otherwise. The following equation for I(x) can be 
derived:

∇ = ∇ ⋅ −
∂∫

2I dx
B

( ) ( )x n x xB Bδ  (10)

A smooth representation of the δ-function is required for the 
numerical implementation of Equations (1), (8) and (10) (Sarkar 
and Schowalter, 2001a):

D D x x D y yB B( ) ( ) ( )x xB− = − −1 1
 (11)
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and Δx is the grid spacing. The approximation of the delta 
function is coupled with the discretization of the computational 
domain: as the discretization length Δx approaches zero, the 
approximant approaches infi nity, as required of a family of 
regular functions approaching a delta function. Essentially, the 
sharp interface separating the phases is replaced by a region of 
sharp variation in properties that has a fi nite thickness of 
approximately 4Δx. This continuously stratifi ed fl uid interface is 
more or less analogous to real situations involving miscible 
fl uids. On a cautionary note, Wilson and Rallison (1999) found 
for channel fl ow of elastic liquids that as the thickness of the 
layer over which the elastic properties vary is increased, the 
instability mechanism is countered by convective effects and the 
growth rate is reduced. A similar effect could apply in our 
simulations as well.

Finite Difference
This formulation leads to a system of partial differential 
equations with smooth spatially varying coeffi cients. The front 

Table 1. Parameters for two baseline cases

Name Re n m Δϕ We

Baseline case 1 5 0.375 10 0 ∞

Baseline case 2 5 0.375 0.1 0 ∞
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sheet actually increases upon the superposition of a small 
sinusoidal undulation.

We plot in Figure 4 the acceleration fi eld obtained by subtract-
ing the fl ow fi eld at t* = 25 from the fl ow fi eld at an earlier time 
separated by Δt* = 0.25. Since the two fronts behave identically, 
we focus on the upper front. The acceleration fi eld indicates 
motion everywhere in the channel with greater activity in the 
vicinity of the fi ngertips. This is not surprising given that fi nger 
penetration is the most prominent motion for the fl ow. This 
motion is characterized by two counter-rotating eddies riding 
with the tips. Interfacial tension has a very strong effect on the 
evolution of the interfaces as depicted in Figure 5a. We choose 
front length as a measure of interface evolution because the 
amplitude of the interface saturates after a point. For zero 
interfacial tension (We = ∞), the interface grows rapidly as 
already shown in Figure 3. When the interfacial tension is 
increased to We = 134, the interfacial growth is highly damped; 
when interfacial tension is increased further to We = 67, the 
wave begins to diminish in amplitude to the point that the 
interface eventually assumes a fl at profi le.

Figure 6 presents interface profi le evolution for a smaller 
viscosity-stratifi cation (m = 2) as compared to the baseline case 
1 (Figure 3). Front steepening is evident at t* = 5 for the m = 2 
case, with a high-viscosity fi nger already well formed by t* = 10. 
In contrast, these two features only develop by t* = 10 and 15 for 
the m = 10 case (Figure 3). Thereafter, the front length grows in 
a linear manner with time. The growth rate of the interface length 
with time for m = 2 is plotted in Figure 5b. Although the interface 
length for m = 2 increases more rapidly than m = 10 in the short-
term, the longer-term behaviour is opposite: at about t* = 24, the 
m = 10 interface length overtakes the m = 2 front length. The 
interface shape exhibits distinct differences as m is reduced from 
10 to 2. The fi nger of high-viscosity fl uid grows in close proximity 
to the parent layer for m = 2, and is aligned in a highly parallel 
manner to it. In contrast, the central layer for m = 10 exhibits 
greater undulations with the low-viscosity fl uid penetrating 
deeper into it. The bulbous fi ngertip is not evident for m = 2.

First, we investigate the fl ow with m = 10, We = ∞, and 
Δφ = 0. Figure 3 depicts the interface position in the computa-
tional domain for different times with a time increment of 5. The 
two fronts are slightly distorted at t* = 5. At t* = 10 steepening 
of the interface at the crest is evident, which is signifi cantly 
different from t* = 5. By t* = 15, a fi nger of high-viscosity liquid 
is drawn into the surrounding low-viscosity co-fl ow. The fi nger 
elongates continuously with time and experiences a simultane-
ous thinning. Interestingly, the fi nger of high-viscosity liquid 
terminates in a bulbous tip. Similar shapes for two-dimensional 
fi ngers have been reported in Zhang et al. (2002), where a two-
layer gravity driven fl uid in an inclined channel was considered 
using a front-tracking method. As the high-viscosity fi nger grows 
in length, so does a corresponding fi nger of low-viscosity liquid 
penetrate into the high-viscosity layer; the low-viscosity intrusion 
does not display this curious bulbous tip. Our experiments 
(Figure 1b) provide validation for our computational results. In 
Figure 1b, “A” corresponds to the intrusion of more viscous fl uid 
into less-viscous inner fl uid and terminates with a bulbous tip. In 
contrast, “B” corresponds to the intrusion of less-viscous fl uid 
into the more-viscous outer layer and displays a sharp tip. Several 
other instances of sharp and bulbous tips are evident in Figure 1b. 
The 2-D nature of the current calculations precludes the breakup 
of the elongated fi nger into drops because, unlike an axisymmetric  
fi lament, surface area for a fi nger represented by a two-dimensional  

Figure 3. Interface position at different times for m = 10, We = ∞, Δφ = 0

Figure 4. Acceleration fi eld obtained as the difference between two 
fl ow fi elds centred at t* =25 and separated by Δt* = 0.25 for m = 10, 
We = ∞, Δφ = 0
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The acceleration fi eld for m = 2 (Figure 7) indicates that the 
central layer is more mobile as compared to the more viscous 
central layer in Figure 3. Two counter-rotating vortices are clearly 
visible in each of the three layers. Vectors adjacent to the fi nger-
tips indicate that the high-viscosity fi nger is penetrating faster 
into the low-viscosity co-fl ow than vice-versa.

Figure 8 is a result for parameters identical to baseline case 1 
(Figure 3) except that Δϕ = π. The interface evolution is slightly 
delayed in comparison to the Δϕ = 0 case. Front steepening is not 
evident even at t* = 10. Thereafter, a high-viscosity fi nger 
originates at the crest of the interface and penetrates into the 
low-viscosity layer. Interestingly, the fi nger develops a pronounced 

Figure 5. Front length versus time for varying We, m, and Δφ (m > 1)

Figure 6. Interface position at different times for m = 2, We = ∞, Δφ = 0

Figure 7. Acceleration fi eld obtained as the difference between two 
fl ow fi elds centred at t* =30 and separated by Δt* = 0.25 for m = 2, 
We = ∞, Δφ = 0
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bulbous tip at t* = 25 and beyond, similar to the Δϕ = 0 case. 
Such a bulbous tip is not visible at the tip of the low-viscosity 
fi nger. The Δϕ = π case develops more slowly than the Δϕ = 0 case 
for all t* as depicted in Figure 5b. Thus, the sinuous instability 
appears to evolve faster than the varicose one. This result 
provides an explanation for the fact that we always observed the 
sinuous instability in our experiments (Cao et al, 2003).

The acceleration fi eld is presented for the Δϕ = π case in 
Figure 9. A pair of counter-rotating vortices is evident in the 
vicinity of the high-viscosity fi ngertip, again similar to baseline 
case 1 (Figure 4). The local fl ow fi eld generated by these vortices 
is probably responsible for the accumulation and growth of fl uid 
at the fi ngertip.

Now, we turn our attention to baseline case 2, wherein the 
central layer is less viscous than the outer layers (m = 0.1). The 
interface evolution with time is depicted in Figure 10. The 
calculation could not be carried as far as the previous cases due 
to the much smaller time-step for this case. The nominal velocity 
profi le for this case resembles a “jet-fl ow”, where the central 
layer travels rapidly downstream owing to its lower viscosity, 
whereas the outer layers are relatively sluggish. A low-viscosity 
fi nger originates at the crest and penetrates into the high-viscos-
ity outer layer. The high-viscosity layer also penetrates into the 
low-viscosity layer; in this case, a bulbous tip again appears in 
the high-viscosity fi nger, although it is less pronounced.

Figure 11 displays the acceleration fi eld for baseline case 2, at 
t* = 20. Due to its lower viscosity, the central layer appears 
more mobile than the outer layers. The motion is quite complex 
with a number of vortices distributed within the central layer. 
The high-viscosity fi nger experiences a shear stress from the 
lower viscosity layer that tends to elongate it over much of its 
length. However, the vectors are directed opposite to the high-
viscosity fi nger at its tip, which may explain the slight thickening  
of the fi ngertip.

The effect of interfacial tension on the evolution of the 
interfaces for m = 0.1 case is depicted in Figure 12a. For zero 

Figure 8. Interface position at different times for m = 10, We = ∞, Δφ = π

Figure 9. Acceleration fi eld obtained as the difference between two 
fl ow fi elds centred at t* =30 and separated by Δt* = 0.25 for m = 10, 
We = ∞, Δφ = π

Figure 10. Interface position at different times for m = 0.1, We = ∞, 
Δφ = 0
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interfacial tension (We = ∞), the interface grows rapidly as 
already shown in Figure 10. When the interfacial tension is 
increased to We = 1.34, the interfacial growth is highly damped 
and the wave decreases in amplitude to the point that the 
interface eventually assumes a fl at profi le; when interfacial 
tension is increased further to We = 0.67, the wave begins to 
diminish in amplitude more rapidly than We = 1.34 case.

The interface for the m = 0.5 case (Figure 13) evolves in a 
qualitatively similar manner to the m = 2 case (Figure 6), 
except that the former develops more rapidly. This is confi rmed 
by plotting front length with time (see Figures 5b and 12b). 
Additionally, the m = 0.5 case develops more rapidly than the 
m = 0.1 case in the short-term, but is overtaken by the latter at 
about t* = 11 (Figure 12b). Thus, the long-term growth rate of 
the front length is more rapid for the baseline cases of m = 10, 
and m = 0.1. Here again, the implication is, greater the viscosity 
stratifi cation, greater the rate of evolution of the interface. 
Figure 14 shows the acceleration fi eld for the m = 0.5 case, at 
t* = 30. A complicated distribution of several vortices at the 
central layer characterizes the fl ow. 

Interface evolution for m = 0.1, Δϕ = π is plotted in Figure 15. 
The interface develops more rapidly when compared with the 
m = 10, Δϕ = π case (Figure 8; compare also Figures 5b and 
12b). The Δϕ = π case develops more slowly than the Δϕ = 0 case 
for all t* as depicted in Figure 12b. Thus, the sinuous instability 
appears to evolve faster than the varicose one for both m = 0.1 

Figure 11. Acceleration fi eld obtained as the difference between two 
fl ow fi elds centred at t* = 20 and separated by Δt* = 0.012 for m = 0.1, 
We = ∞, Δφ = 0

Figure 12. Front length versus time for varying We, m, and Δφ (m < 1)

Figure 13. Interface position at different times for m = 0.5, We = ∞, 
Δφ = 0
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and m = 10 cases. Interestingly, the fi nger forms at the trough 
of the wave. A close-up of the acceleration fi eld in the neighbour-
hood of the fi nger clearly indicates that the fl ow in the central 
layer is responsible for drawing the fi nger out. The total acceler-
ation fi eld for this case is shown in Figure 16 and confi rms that 
the fl ow responsible for fi nger elongation is part of a counter-
rotating vortex pair situated near the fi nger.

CONCLUSIONS
The stability of three-layer density-matched viscosity-stratifi ed 
Poiseuille fl ow using a front-tracking/fi nite difference method 

was examined. The simulations have reproduced features 
observed experimentally, such as the sharp curvature of the 
interface and the fi ngers penetrating from the more viscous fl uid 
into the less-viscous layer. We examine the non-linear evolution 
of the interface for n = 0.375, and Re = 5 with varying m, We, 
and Δφ. Interfacial tension impedes fi nger development and 
hinders the growth of the front length greatly. The front length 
grows more rapidly for larger m when m >1, and for smaller m 
when m < 1. The fi nger appears to initiate at a location near the 
crest of the interface. The varicose interface mode develops more 
slowly than the sinuous one, which probably explains why we 
only observed the latter in our experiments. The high-viscosity 
fi nger displays a bulbous tip for certain fl ow parameter conditions; 
this is apparently in response to the local acceleration fi eld in the 
fl uid adjacent to the fi ngertip.

NOMENCLATURE
a amplitude of perturbation (m)
a0 initial amplitude of perturbation (m)
d thickness of layer (m)
I indicator function (–)
Lx horizontal size of calculation box (m)
Ly vertical size of calculation box (m)
m viscosity ratio (–)
n thickness ratio (–)
p static pressure (Pa)
Q volume fl ux (m3/s)
Re Reynolds number (–)
t time (s)
u axial velocity (m/s)
U0 centre line velocity (m/s)
We Weber number (–)
x downstream distance (m)
xB points on the boundary (m)
y vertical position of interface (m)
y B vertical position of a point on the interface (m)
y0  vertical position of the unperturbed interface (m)

Figure 14. Acceleration fi eld obtained as the difference between two 
fl ow fi elds centred at t* = 30 and separated by Δt* = 0.17 for m = 0.5, 
We = ∞, Δφ = 0

Figure 15. Interface position at different times for m = 0.1, We = ∞, 
Δφ = π

Figure 16. Acceleration fi eld obtained as the difference between two 
fl ow fi elds centered at t* = 7.5 and separated by Δt* = 0.012 for 
m = 0.1, We = ∞, Δφ = π
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Greek Symbols
α dimensionless wave number (–)
δ Dirac delta function (m–2)
Δt time difference (s)
κ local curvature (1/m)
λ wavelength of perturbation (m)
μ dynamic viscosity (Pa·s)
ν kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
ρ density (kg/m3)
σ interfacial tension (N/m)
ϕ phase of perturbation (–)
Ω fl uid domain (–)

Subscripts
1 lower fl ow
2 upper fl ow

Superscripts
T symbol of transpose (–)
* dimensionless symbol (–)
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